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The relatively rapid spatial and temporal variability of the X-ray radiation from some molecular clouds near the Galactic center shows that this emission component is due to the reflection of
X-rays generated by a source that was very luminous in the past, most likely the central supermassive black hole, Sagittarius A? . Studying the evolution of the molecular cloud reflection features
is therefore a key element to reconstruct Sgr A? ’s past activity. The aim of our work was to study
this emission on small angular scales in order to measure the reflected emission on short time
scales and thereby to highlight the similarities in the cloud temporal behaviors. We used Chandra high-resolution data collected from 1999 to 2011 to study the variations of emission within
clouds between 50 and 200 from Sgr A? towards positive longitudes. The analysis of the reflection
emission in the 4–8 keV energy range allowed us to perform a systematic characterization of the
variations down to 1500 angular scale and one-year time scale. In particular, it reveals that five
molecular clouds in the region of interest show significant variations in which we identify two
distinct behaviors: a short peaked emission propagating along two of the clouds and slower linear
variations for the other three molecular clouds. We believe the illumination of the region is due
to the reflection of at least two distinct past outbursts of Sgr A? .
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1. Introduction

2. Two-year peaked variations in the Br1 and Br2 clouds
Br1 and Br2 are two molecular clouds appearing as a coherent structure in molecular surveys
of the region [16, 17]. In the X-rays, this structure, called the Bridge, has mainly been illuminated
since 2008 (Fig. 1), the illumination started on the Galactic west of the cloud with a superluminal
propagation of the echo away from Sgr A? [10]. Our analysis confirms the propagation along the
Bridge, with the detection of a bright filament at the center of Br2 in 2011 (Fig. 1, lightcurve 2).
This sharp increase seen in the eastern part of the Bridge is fully compatible with the increase
displayed by several other filaments in Br1, which is again an indication of a rather contiguous and
coherent molecular structure witnessing the same illuminating event.
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Sgr A? is the supermassive black hole located in the center of the Galaxy. Its quiescent X-ray
luminosity is about 1033−34 erg s−1 [1] but varies, showing rapid flares [2] during which its luminosity remains at least eight orders of magnitude lower than its Eddington luminosity. The recent
detection of a dense gas cloud falling towards the accretion zone of Sgr A? [3] provides a hint that
the accretion rate onto Sgr A? may vary and since Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) have a short duty
cycle (∼ 10−2 ) [4], Sgr A? is compatible with being an AGN in a temporary low state.
There are strong hints that Sgr A? experienced a large phase of activity in the past [5] and its
recent history can be reconstructed from the non-thermal emission emanating from the molecular
clouds at the Galactic center. This emission is characterized by a continuum component and a
strong Fe Kα line at 6.4 keV. The strong variability of this emission, detected in both Sgr B2
[6, 7, 8] and the Sgr A region [9, 10, 11, 12], proves that a significant fraction of the diffuse emission
correlated with the molecular clouds is due to reflection. This reflected emission is created by
Compton scattering and K-shell photo-ionization of neutral iron atoms produced by intense X-ray
radiation such as emitted during a putative past large flare of Sgr A? [13, 14, 15]. Unfortunately,
reconstructing the lightcurve of Sgr A? is very complex because the distribution of clouds along the
line of sight is barely known. Since the illuminated temporal behavior of clouds is directly linked
to their relative position along the line of sight, characterizing the fine X-ray variations is essential
for understanding the past activity of Sgr A? .
We took advantage of Chandra’s high spatial resolution to identify the fine variations occurring
in a key region located between Sgr A? and the radio arc [12]. This region, hereafter called the
Sgr A complex, is composed of five main molecular clouds: MC1, MC2, Br1, Br2 and G0.110.11, all identified in Fig. 1. Here, we present the main results concerning the temporal variations
of these clouds. Our analysis is based on all the Chandra observations covering the ten arcmin
squared region centred on (l,b)=(0.06◦ , 0.10◦ ), that have been collected between 1999 and 2011.
The data have been reduced using Chandra standard analysis as described in Clavel et al. [12], and
we use the 4–8 keV flux of 15 arcsec squared regions in order to characterize the variations of the
Sgr A complex. This systematic analysis of the region is in perfect agreement with the 6.4 keV
characterization also performed for some specific clouds in Clavel et al. [12] and shows that all
five molecular clouds are varying with a significance of at least 10 σ but with two different types
of behavior: the variations are either short (year) and peaked or slower (decade) and linear.
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Moreover, the systematic fit of the lightcurves for 15-arcsec-squared regions provides at least a
5 σ rejection of both the constant and linear models for most of the Bridge subregions. In particular,
we report the first detection of a flux increase followed by a similar decrease in several subregions
of the Br1 cloud (Fig. 1, lightcurve 1), which fixes the duration of the reflection episode to about
two years. Since the reflected lightcurve variation cannot be faster than the illuminating event
itself, this new measurement implies that the past X-ray radiation responsible for the Br1 and Br2
illumination peak lasted no more than two years.
By reporting such a short event, we highlight the importance of small-scale characterization
and call into question few-arcmin-scale analyses, which are partly hiding these fast and fine variations by averaging them.

3. Ten-year linear variations in MC1, MC2 and G0.11-0.11 clouds
MC1, MC2 and G0.11-0.11 are also three coherent molecular structures [16, 17]. Our smallscale analysis of MC1 reveals that its emission is not constant as has been previously reported
[10, 11], but shows morphology changes on a few-year time scale. The variation is characterized
by a ten-year linear increase in the eastern part of the cloud (Fig. 1, lightcurve 3) and a ten-year
linear decrease in the western part of the cloud (Fig. 1, lightcurve 4). Once again, the small-scale
analysis we performed reveals variations that are more complex than previously anticipated by
larger scale analyses.
Our analysis of the MC2 and G0.11-0.11 clouds shows that they have undergone a linear flux
decrease for the past ten years (Fig. 1, lightcurves 5 and 6). The slopes of the linear decreases
3
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Figure 1: Center: Continuum subtracted three-color image of the Fe Kα emission in the Galactic center
region as seen by Chandra from 1999 to 2003 (red), 2004 to 2007 (green), 2008 to 2011 (blue). The images
are smoothed with a gaussian kernel of 9 arcsec. The image highlights an apparent propagation of the
emission, moving away from Sgr A? . Left and Right: 4–8 keV flux lightcurves in units of 10−6 ph cm−2 s−1
extracted on 15 arcsec squared regions whose positions are indicated by arrows on the central image. Linear
variations on 10-year time scales are seen in all clouds except for Br1 and Br2, which are experiencing faster
variations.
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seen in all three clouds are very similar. This is a strong indication that this variation pattern is
mainly dominated by the time scale of the illuminating event rather than by each cloud’s specific
configuration. Therefore, these three structures are likely to be seeing the same event almost simultaneously. This gives strong constraints on their relative positions along the line of sight but since
we do not know the timing of the illuminating event their absolute position cannot be assessed.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
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Our systematic analysis of the 4–8 keV flux variations of the Sgr A complex, divided into
15 arcsec squared subregions, reveals significant variations in all the molecular clouds of the complex. We report two different types of behavior: on one hand a two-year peaked variation for the
Br1 and Br2 clouds (Section 2) which is the fastest variation detected so far in the diffuse X-rays
from Galactic center molecular clouds, and on the other hand a ten-year linear variation for the
other three clouds (Section 3), with morphology changes visible on few-arcsec scales.
As discussed in Clavel et al. [12], the relative densities of the clouds as well as the similarity
of the decreasing trend observed in the three clouds having ten-year variations suggest that the two
different behaviors are due to two distinct illuminating events. Having an estimate of the events’
luminosity is difficult since both the position of the cloud along the line of sight and the opacity
of the clouds on scales that match the X-ray data are unknown. Nevertheless, assuming reasonable
parameters for the clouds and a source at the position of Sgr A? we find that two flares of few
1039 erg s−1 lasting for two and ten years are sufficient to explain the short and long behaviors,
respectively.
This two-flare scenario questions Sgr A? as the privileged candidate and we investigated
whether a Galactic X-ray transient could account for the echoes [12], and in particular for the
short behavior seen in the Bridge. Two plausible alternative origins are X-ray binaries and Soft
Gamma Repeaters (SGR). However, only a peculiar binary having a burst of one year with a luminosity similar to that of GRS 1915+105 could explain the short behavior if located twice closer
to the cloud than the minimal distance of Sgr A? , while outbursts from typical X-ray binaries [18]
are excluded. Due to the recent discovery of SGR J1745–29 located only 3" from Sgr A? [19], the
possibility that a SGR giant flare is at the origin of the molecular cloud illumination has also been
carefully considered [12]. We have shown that even the most powerful event of the three detected
so far, the one of SGR 1806–20 in 2004 [20], but emitted by SGR J1745–29 at the Galactic center cannot explain what is observed. Therefore, even if we cannot exclude more extreme events
from transient sources, Sgr A? is the preferred explanation for the two outbursts reflected by the
molecular clouds of the Sgr A complex.
The discovery of both the short illuminating event and the morphology changes on few-arcsec
scales highlights the importance of small-scale characterization and proves that even if large-scale
analyses give better statistics, they also average over the intrinsic cloud behavior and therefore they
may hide important information. This is why some of our results are apparently inconsistent with
larger scale analyses and suggest an activity period of Sgr A? with much faster variations than what
was proposed in previous works [10, 11]. Our results provide new and significant constraints for
the identification of the physical processes responsible for the past changes in the luminosity of
Sgr A? .
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